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Details of Visit:

Author: manwithpatch
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Wed 27 Aug 2008 1830
Duration of Visit: 40
Amount Paid: 95
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 02476687498

The Premises:

Extremely well kept place (although to nit pick carpet could have done with a wash as it looked like
someone had spilt a bottle of oil in the room), entrance a little open but felt fine - decent area with
ample parking.

The Lady:

Angel is a petite and very pretty lady, about 20 years old with lovely blond hair and the hottest body
I could have imagined. Has some tattoos (usually a turn off for me) but these look magnificent and
only compliment her physique. Very warm personality.

The Story:

At last I have found somewhere to rival my first experience over in Rugby!! Was greeted by a lovely
receptionist who led me straight into the room, Angel then came in and introduced herself we sat on
the bed and went through the services. I'm quite shy and started out with the base package at 45
quid but after 15 minutes with Angel I asked if I could pay the extra 35 for her ultimate g.f
experience and it was too; she did everything I could have wanted (they don't do A-levels but that
doesn't interest me anyway). It took me a while to finish but only because I was enjoying myself so
much I didn't want it to stop. She did comment on this part way through and I felt bad for keeping
her so left her a bit of a tip aswell, although I must say I would happily of paid double for this
experience (she was that good). All in all a thoroughly enjoyable experience and I will certainly be
returning regularly on Monday and Wednesday when she is there!!
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